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The three EdX languages are currently only available for the World Books Early World of Learning
suite. Students can sign up for any of the three courses for free: Comprehending World Books Early
World of Learning: Semester Modules , Fluent World Books Early World of Learning: Semester
Modules , and World Books Early World of Learning: Play and Learn . All three courses are designed
for the elementary school students who live in the World Books global learning ecosystem, and are
designed for Common Core standards. The course materials use World Books Early World of Learning
as the foundation for a language learning curriculum for the first decade of the 21st century.
Students are taught how to read, write, listen, and speak three of the world languages of today
(English, French, Spanish) and acquired three languages from around the world such as Mandarin
Chinese, Arabic, and Hindi. For the students who will choose to continue the studying of a second
language, they can also do so at their own pace and at the accelerated pace for which World Books
Early World of Learning was designed. World Books is a company founded by EdX and MIT that
describes itself as the world’s largest non-profit publisher of textbooks, e-textbooks, audiobooks, and
digital content. WBEOL is an earlier version of World Books (which World Books refers to as WBE)
that allows teachers to choose from a suite of content, while students can choose to study only one
or more languages. Early World of Learning , a Joomla-based subscription site, was originally funded
through a grant for technology-enabled tutoring from Microsoft and the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation. World Books claims that this subscription model provides significant savings over the
cost of yearly subscriptions to content.
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in this way, world of learning provides a way to extend the educational reach of school and to open
up new possibilities for learning. its also a very cool way to connect, explore, and express oneself in

a digital medium. in a world of facebook, twitter, youtube, and the like, a virtual world provides a
safe, structured, and controlled environment for play and learning. at the time of writing, i have

recently tested the early world of learning: explore. this app is geared towards children aged 3 to 5.
so its a little more advanced than early world of learning: create. the world book early world of

learning was made to enrich the classroom curriculum. early world of learning gives a foundation for
reading, writing, math, science, art, and music skills. they were created by teachers and experts to

ensure a fun and engaging way to learn. my son really enjoyed the world book early world of
learning. he had a great time learning about space and planets, animals, and the human body. he

also loved the space games and the interactive stories. after we finished the world book early world
of learning, we watched some captain underpants cartoons together. he loved it! want to give this

program a try? you can sign up to try the world book early world of learning and a lot of other
educational resources by visiting worldbook.com/. there's no cost and you can try out the program
for a month. to learn more about the program, visit worldbook.com/product-features/early-world-of-
learning. the world book early world of learning has several different sections. you can try it out for

free for a month before deciding whether it's right for you and your child. here are some of my son's
favorite sections: 5ec8ef588b
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